SUMMER READING CLUB 2020
IMAGINE YOUR STORY
RECOMMENDED BOOKS FOR TEENS

IMAGINE ADVENTURE
YA GRANT Gone Series
YA KIRBY The Other Side of Lost
YA LOCKHART Genuine Fraud
YA MARSHALL I Am Still Alive
YA PAULSEN Hatchet Series
YA SHUSTERMAN Dry
*Neverworld Wake by Pessl

DRAWING ON YOUR IMAGINATION: GRAPHIC NOVELS
YAGN BARDUGO Nimona
YAGN BARNES Runaways Volumes 1-3
YAGN LU Check Please!
YAGN MEYER This One Summer
YAGN ROWELL Wires and Nerve Volumes 1-2
YAGN TAMAKI Wonder Woman: Warbringer
YAGN TOBIN The Black Mage
YAGN YANG Batman: Nightwalker
*Dragon Hoops by Stevens

TWISTED FAIRY TALES
YA AHDIIHA Flame in the Mist
YA BRASWELL Twisted Tales Series
YA CORNWELL The Forest Queen
YA DAO Forest of a Thousand Lanterns
YA MAGUIRE Egg & Spoon
YA MEYER The Lunar Chronicles Series
YA SPOONER Beast
*Fairest by Meyer
*Sherwood by Spangler
*Sometime After Midnight by Philips
*Stain by Howard
*Straight On Till Morning by Braswell

* COMING SOON
SUMMER READING CLUB 2020
IMAGINE YOUR STORY
RECOMMENDED BOOKS FOR TEENS

CAN YOU IMAGINE IT? FANTASY
YA BARDUGO The King of Scars
YA BLACK Folk of the Air Series
YA CHOKSHI The Gilded Wolves
YA GARBER Caraval Series
YA HE Descendant of the Crane
YA OWEN The Merciful Crow
YA POOL There Will Come a Darkness
YA SEBASTIAN Ash Princess Series
YA YU The Girl King

IT'S TRUE: NONFICTION AND BIOGRAPHIES
YA 306.4613 OTHER The Other F Word: A Celebration of the Fat and Fierce
YA 808.02 CARTER Dear Ally: How Do You Write a Book?
YA 959.7043 TOWNLEY Captured: An American Prisoner of War in North Vietnam
YA 979.466 MARKHAM Two Far Away Brothers
YA ANDERSON Shout
YA BURCAW Strangers Assume My Girlfriend is My Nurse
YA HALL The Lady is a Spy
YA HUTCHIN Brave Face
YA NIJINSK The Great Nijinski: God of Dance
*1919: The Year That Changed America by Sandler
*The Mindful College Applicant: Cultivating Emotional Intelligence for the Admissions Process by Chiu
*Nazi Saboteurs: Hitler's Secret Attack on America by Seiple
*The Rise and Fall of Charles Lindbergh by Fleming

* COMING SOON